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Abstract—Image-based sports analytics enable automatic re-
trieval of key events in a game to speed up the analytics process
for human experts. However, most existing methods focus on
structured television broadcast video datasets with a straight and
fixed camera having minimum variability in the capturing pose.
In this paper, we study the case of event detection in sports
videos for unstructured environments with arbitrary camera
angles. The transition from structured to unstructured video
analysis produces multiple challenges that we address in our
paper. Specifically, we identify and solve two major problems:
unsupervised identification of players in an unstructured setting
and generalization of the trained models to pose variations
due to arbitrary shooting angles. For the first problem, we
propose a temporal feature aggregation algorithm using person
re-identification features to obtain high player retrieval precision
by boosting a weak heuristic scoring method. Additionally, we
propose a data augmentation technique, based on multi-modal
image translation model, to reduce bias in the appearance of
training samples. Experimental evaluations show that our pro-
posed method improves precision for player retrieval from 0.78
to 0.86 for obliquely angled videos. Additionally, we obtain an
improvement in F1 score for rally detection in table tennis videos
from 0.79 in case of global frame-level features to 0.89 using
our proposed player-level features. Please see the supplementary
video submission at https://ibm.biz/BdzeZA.
Index Terms—Video Processing, Person Re-identification,
Sports Analytics, Clustering, Generative Adversarial Networks,
Deep Learning for Multimedia
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent growth in sports-related content has enabled teams
with a plethora of data for concise and robust sports analytics
to improve their gameplan. However, analyzing an exhaustive
list of such videos by manual inspection is an insurmountable
task that would require an enormous amount of manpower and
resources. A viable solution to this problem can be to automat-
ically extract interesting points in the game as a preliminary
stage by a machine learning system. Human analysts can then
use the automatically extracted video excerpts to provide their
expert views on selected portions of the video. For example,
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Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed event detection system for
table tennis videos. We perform a temporal feature aggregation
and clustering-based player retrieval and data augmentation
by using a multi-modal image translation model. Training is
performed on the augmented data to learn a rally detector.
in the game of soccer, the task of detecting corner kicks
can be automated by an image-based sports analytics system
while the more subtle details like player positioning, kick
angle, opponent strength, etc. can be analyzed by humans,
thus providing a speed up to the entire analytics process.
With current breakthroughs in image classification [1]–[3],
object recognition [4]–[6] and activity recognition [7], [8], it is
feasible to use such representation learning-based systems for
auto-tagging and segmenting sports videos. There have been
notable works in the direction of automated tagging in the
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(a) Front camera [11] (b) Top camera [9]
(c) Arbitrary camera [ours]
Fig. 2: Our method handles arbitrary camera poses compared
to structured settings like front or top camera in prior works.
sports videos [9]–[11], which uses motion-based segmentation
models and activity recognition using deep learning features
for key-point extraction in videos. While these methods pro-
vide useful tools for sports analytics, they tend to primarily
focus on structured video settings, like TV broadcasts or
special camera setup and assume that a large number of labels
are available at training time. However, a major portion of
sports-based contents on the Internet are unstructured, captured
from arbitrary shooting angles. Thus, the existing methods are
not suitable for handling such videos captured in-the-wild and
our main focus in this paper is to study the challenges in
analyzing such unstructured videos to develop a robust and
accurate event detection system in such scenarios.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of rally detection
in table tennis videos captured from arbitrary camera angles
with real-time performance (10 ∼ 25 FPS) to enable the
human analysts with game summary soon after the game
ends. Figure 1 shows an overview of our pipeline for rally
detection. We train a detector model that uses player-level
image features to classify whether a window of video frames
belong to a rally event or not. We identify two major problems
related to our application. Firstly, we do not have access to
player bounding box annotations during training and hence we
need to perform player retrieval from each image frame in an
unsupervised manner without any user intervention. Secondly,
our dataset has high variation in camera pose, but limited
variations in appearance features such as color, which makes
it liable to overfitting. Figure 2 shows the comparison between
structured and unstructured settings of video capture for sports
applications.
For the first problem, our method finds all “person” bound-
ing boxes in each frame using a pre-trained object detector.
These are then ranked in the order of likelihood of being a
player using a heuristic scoring mechanism. However, such a
heuristic ranking method is weak and returns multiple noisy
detections (like background audience, other players, coaches,
etc.). To address this issue, we perform temporal feature
aggregation to boost the performance of the weak heuristic
score. The idea is that aggregation of person re-identification
features of the cropped player bounding boxes from multiple
temporally separated frames would form two dominant clusters
in a latent representation space and proximity of candidate
detections to these cluster centers can be used for boosting
simple heuristics-based method. To address the second issue of
preventing our model from overfitting to appearance features
in the training set, we perform data augmentation using
Multimodal UNsupervised Image Translation (MUNIT) [12].
The translation model preserves contents of the training sam-
ples (like player pose and actions) while changing the color
distribution in the sample according to a randomly drawn style
code, thus increasing variability in appearance-based features.
Experimental evaluations indicate that our proposed tem-
poral feature aggregation method can improve the precision
of player retrieval. Similarly, our rally detector model trained
using player-level features can improve F1 Score from 0.79 to
0.89 when compared to the baseline global frame-level feature-
based detectors. In summary, we make the following 3 major
contributions in this paper:
1. We propose a novel algorithm for heuristic score boosting
using temporal feature aggregation based outlier rejection
for player retrieval without user intervention.
2. We propose a data augmentation method using an image
translation model retaining the base content of the sam-
ples while increasing variability in appearance features to
improve model generalization to unseen test cases.
3. We present a real-time automatic rally scene detection
method from unstructured table tennis videos shot at
arbitrary camera angles.
II. RELATED WORKS
Image-based sports analysis has been extensively used for
information extraction from various sports. Literature in this
area can broadly be categorized into three approaches: (1)
Using general action recognition methods, (2) Detecting a
location of the ball or shuttle, (3) Analyzing the characteristic
of the players. We provide the details of each area below,
Using general action recognition: Methods in this category
use techniques from action recognition literature [7], [8], [13]
to detect important events in sports videos. Ramanathan et
al. [14] proposed a model that learns to detect events and key
actors in basketball games by tracking players using Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN) and attention. Singh et al. [15] tried
to perform action recognition using feature trajectories of
images from the first-person view camera. Another class of
methods based on the ActivityNet [16] dataset performs tem-
poral segmentation as a sub-problem. However such methods
use complex network architectures and multiple features like
RGB+optical flow, which increases computational complexity
at inference. However, our application requires fast real-time
performance allowing the coach or analyst to obtain the game
summary as the game progresses. Thus such methods are not
suitable in the scope of this application.
Detecting the location of ball: Reno et al. [17] used
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to detect the trajectory
of a tennis ball in a video sequence with high accuracy.
Dierickx [18] detected a 3D trajectory of a shuttlecock to
determine the different stroke types in badminton. Vukovi et
al. [19] assessed tactics in squash by considering ball locations
when the shots are played. Tamaki et al. [20] tried to detect
the ball of table tennis by two RGB cameras or a single RGB-
D camera with known corner position of the table and camera
parameters, whereas in our problem setting we aim to detect
events in single RGB video without such meta-information.
Analyzing characteristics of players: Weeratunga et
al. [21] proposed a method to analyze badminton tactics from
video sequences. It is based on players’ trajectory during the
play. They manually segmented the video into meaningful sub-
sequences, represented the individual trajectories numerical
strings, and used k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) to classify and
analyze player movement tactics. Ghosh et al. [22] temporally
segmented the rallies in the video using scores shown on the
TV broadcasting screen and refined the recognized result using
a tennis scoring system. They used a system to provide a
simple interface for humans to retrieve and view a relevant
video segment in the match. Ghosh et al. [11] improved the
temporal segmentation of the point using machine learning,
both traditional and deep learning techniques, to classify a
frame into a point or a non-point frame.
Our work has two major differences from the above prior
works. Firstly, since we do not have access to player bounding
boxes annotations during training, we propose a novel unsu-
pervised temporal feature clustering method for high precision
player retrieval. Secondly, our dataset shows a high degree of
pose variation with limited color variation making our model
liable to overfitting, which we address by using a Generative
Adversarial Networks (GAN) based image translation method.
III. TABLE TENNIS VIDEO DATASET
Our video dataset consists of 72 videos of table tennis
matches in total, with each video being approximately 1 hour
long. Every video is for singles game The camera always
points at the table with arbitrary elevation and azimuth of
camera pose. We roughly define videos as straight where
the azimuth is between −20 deg to 20 deg and oblique if it
is greater than 20 deg by manual inspection. Among all the
videos, 50 were classified as straight videos and other 22
were oblique videos. We divided the total number of videos to
60 training, 6 testing and 6 validation samples. 6 testing and
validation videos were divided into 3 straight and 3 oblique
videos. Some screen-shots from the videos in our datasets are
shown in Figure 2 (c).
In table tennis, sports analysts are mostly interested in de-
tecting rallies, which is defined as the duration when the ball is
in play on the table. Our problem setting involves taking a raw
input video as input and performing a temporal segmentation
of those rally scenes in real-time. During training, we assume
that annotations in the form of start and end time of rallies
are only provided and no annotated bounding box information
showing the player locations on the video are provided.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
A. Unsupervised player retrieval
In the presence of annotated player bounding boxes, prior
method [11] trains an object detector specifically for player
detection. In our application, we do not have access to anno-
tated bounding boxes (BB) during training. Our application
demands that we do not use any form of user interaction
to annotate player BBs and hence we opt for a completely
unsupervised approach for player retrieval. We use a pre-
trained object detector to detect all BBs corresponding to
“person” class from each frame. Next, we use a heuristic score
based ranking method to obtain the top two scoring BBs as the
players. However, such a heuristics based score is weak and
produce low precision rates. We propose a feature clustering-
based approach to boost the performance of the heuristic
score by identifying two dominant clusters in detected ROIs
across multiple temporally separated frames, where we refer
the cropped image inside each BB as Region Of Interest (ROI).
1) Table detection: Players usually occupy a position close
to the table during a game and hence it is important to extract
the location of the table as our first step. We find that the
table is located close to the image center for most straight
videos. However, this is not always the case for oblique
videos, thus requiring a general table detection method for
finding the distance between players and the table center.
We used a MASK R-CNN [23] network pre-trained on MS-
COCO [24] dataset to obtain the mask corresponding to the
table by detecting the labels of “bench” class. Table centers
c = (cx, cy) for each video are subsequently computed by
weighted mean as, cx =
∑
i ximi∑
imi
and cy =
∑
i yimi∑
imi
, where
mi is the mask value (which is 1 for occupancy and 0 else)
and xi, yi are absicca and ordinate of the ith pixel on the
image.
2) Heuristic score for player retrieval: We use a pre-trained
object detector network trained on MSCOCO [24] dataset
and use it for person BB detection in each frame. As seen
in Figure 3, multiple person BBs are detected by the object
detector and our objective is to only retain the two BBs
corresponding to the players.
Let Ifk be the k
th ROI for the f th frame. We assign a
score to each ROI based on some heuristics. Firstly, we found
that in most cases, the probability that detected ROI is “Per-
son” (p(h|Ifk )) is higher for the player BBs compared to the
other peripheral detections. Secondly, players usually occupy
the playing area in close proximity to the table center (cx, cy)
and hence player BB distance from the table center should be
less compared to other BBs. We use a weighted combination
of these two factors to compute a score for the kth bounding
box in each frame, given as
SfH(k) = αp(h|Ifk ) + β
(
1− ||xk − c||2||c||2
)
(1)
where α, β are positive coefficeints and x is the center of
kth BB. Top two bounding boxes having the highest score in
each video frame, are chosen for player retrieval. However, this
heuristics based method produces considerable amount of false
Fig. 3: Illustration of unsupervised player retrieval from video
frames. Top: Showing multiple “Person” bounding box from
pretrained object detector. Bottom: Showing samples obtained
using temporal aggregation and clustering. We succesfully
cluster players as two dominant clusters (top 2 rows) with
highest scores and outliers as the third cluster (bottom row).
positive detections reducing the precision of player retrieval.
Next, we describe the clustering based score boosting method
for improving the precision of detection.
3) Score boosting by temporal feature aggregation: The
heuristic scoring method described in the previous section
is a weak metric for ranking detected BBs for players ex-
traction resulting in numerous outlier retrievals as shown
in Figure 3. To mitigate this problem, we exploit temporal
information in retrieved BB distribution across frames and
perform a clustering-based outlier rejection steps to boost
the performance above heuristic score. The idea is to detect
clusters on all detected BBs across the temporal axis of
the video and extract which two dominant clusters have the
highest cumulative score distribution. Using this information,
we update the heuristic score to include a similarity measure
to the cluster centers which is then used to rerank the detected
BBs to remove major outliers.
We uniformly sample M frames for each video assuming
that in most frames the two players will be present close to
the table (while in the game). For each frame, we crop all
the “person” ROIs and rank them using the heuristic score
based method retaining the top two candidates. These ROIs
are pooled together across frames to get a total of 2M frames
and stored in a buffer, IB = {If0 , If1 }f=1 to M . The goal now
is to perform clustering and estimate the two cluster centers
corresponding to the two players.
From the cropped ROIs we extract person reidentification
features. Since such features are invariant for varying human
poses, features corresponding to the players are likely to form
clusters for each person. We use a part model based person
reidentification feature extractor [25] which exhibits state-
of-the-art performance. Similarly features corresponding to
outliers also form one or many small clusters. We represent
the person reidentification transformation as gperson and the
features are computed as XR = gperson(I
f
B)|f=1 to 200. Thus
we represent the features space distribution as a mixture
of Gaussians, where the maximum number of component
Gaussians, Nmax is unknown,
p(XR) = α1N (µ1,σ1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Player 1 cluster
+α2N (µ2,σ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Player 2 cluster
+
Nmax∑
k=3
αkN (µk,σk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Outlier cluster
(2)
The objective is to discover the player cluster centers
{µ1,µ2}, which can be used to boost the weak heuristic
scores for better player retrieval. We initially cluster the feature
space using Expectation Maximization, with the number of
clusters set to 3. It is assumed that two clusters with the
highest cumulative heuristic score will be the player clusters.
However, we found some cases where the two player ROIs are
very similar (due to similar jerseys, lighting conditions, etc.)
and they are clustered together as the first dominant cluster
with outlier ROIs detected as the second cluster. To alleviate
this situation, we use a fitness measure that ensures that two
dominant clusters have almost equal score distribution. Thus,
if one cluster contains player ROIs, which have a high score
on average, and the second cluster has predominantly outliers
having low scores, the fitness measure will be much smaller
than the healthy value of 1. In such a case, we again perform
clustering eliminating the feature points in the lowest scoring
cluster. This method is described in algorithm 1.
The above algorithm extracts the player clusters having
the highest cumulative score. In our experiments, we found
that K-Means and Expectation Maximization can be used
interchangeably to yield similar results. The old heuristic score
is updated by a distance measure from the dominant player
cluster centers, κmin(||xfR(k)−µsorted0 ||, ||xfR(k)−µsorted1 ||),
thus boosting the performance by using additional appearance
based similarity measure. Usually, the value of κ is kept high
to give more weight to the component of the score computing
distance from cluster centers. The temporal feature clustering
is performed as a pre-processing step and the boosted score
from the above algorithm is used to rank the detected BBs in
each frame for player retrieval. This process is illustrated in
Figure 3.
B. Training samples
We extract training samples by extracting small contiguous
sub-video windows around the annotated start and endpoints
Algorithm 1 Temporal feature aggregation for heuristic score boosting
Require: Video input, low and high thresholds {tl, th} for fitness measure
1: Extract M video frames, {If}j=f to M+f
2: for i from 0 to M do
3: - Extract top two BB candidates, {If0 , If1 } using heuristic score SH and
store the corresponding ROIs and score to buffer, IB ← {If0 , If1 } and SB ← {SiH(0), SiH(1)}
4: end for
5: Extract person re-identification features for the ROIs, XfR = gperson(I
f
B)|f=1 to 2M
6: Initialize fitness score, Sfitness ← 0, number of cluster, Ncluster ← 3
7: while Sfitness ≤ tl or Sfitness ≥ th do
8: - Compute Expectation Maximization on person re-identification features XR, to find cluster centers, {µi}i=1 to Ncluster
9: - Compute mean score of all the points that belong to cluster j and sort them in descending order to get
{Ssortedj }j=1 to Ncluster and sorted cluster center as {µsortedi }i=1 to Ncluster
10: - Compute fitness score, Sfitness =
Ssorted1
Ssorted0
, set Ncluster ← 2. Eliminate the feature points for the lowest scoring cluster.
11: end while
12: Compute boosted score for the kth bounding box for f th image frame as Sfboosted(k) = S
f
H(k) − κmin(||xfR(k) −
µsorted0 ||, ||xfR(k)− µsorted1 ||), where xfR(k) = gperson(Ijf ) is the person reid feature for kth ROI.
for each rally in the video. We use windowing around the
start point for positive samples and those around the endpoint
for negative samples. This forces the model to produce high
detection probability at the start of the rally and reduce the
probability score at the endpoints. Additionally, we also use
randomly sampled points in the “non-rally” regions to mine
negative examples. Since the variation in the negative samples
is much larger (players walking, resting, or any other action)
compared to the positive samples (which mostly constitutes
of a serve, shots played followed by the end of rally), the
number of negative samples in our dataset is five times the
number of positive samples. We used a window of size ±4
seconds around the annotated points for sample extraction.
Our goal is to learn a binary classifier that detects whether
a sample is in a rally or not. During inference, this model
is used in a sliding window fashion to detect the temporal
location of rallies in testing videos. We classify the extracted
features using a sigmoid activated LSTM [26] based video
activity recognition network inspired from [27]. We found
(b) Straight to oblique(a) Oblique to straight
Fig. 4: Sample generated images using GAN-based multi-
modal image translation model. Top row shows true training
samples and last two rows shows generated images with same
content information but randomly sampled style vectors.
that bidirectional LSTM did not give us much improvement
in performance and hence we used uni-directional LSTM in
our application.
C. Multi-modal image translation for improved generalization
The number of obliquely angled videos in our training set is
limited to 16 compared to 44 straight capture videos. Although
there is a high variation of camera pose in these few oblique
videos, there is limited variation in the color distribution which
poses a risk of over-fitting to the training set.
To alleviate this problem, we present a data augmentation
scheme that introduces variability in image appearance across
training samples by artificially generating images using GANs.
Our objective is to only introduce variations in appearance
while keeping the content (the players pose and action) of the
samples unchanged. Multi-modal Unsupervised Image Trans-
lation (MUNIT) model [12] is used for data generation. We
arrange the positive training samples for straight and oblique
videos into two domains and image translation is performed
between them.
Given two domains {1, 2}, the main idea is to factorize
the latent representations for an image into a content code ci
and a style code si, using the encoder networks as (ci, si) =
(Eci (xi), E
s
i (xi)), where E
c
i (.) and E
s
i (.) are the content and
style encoder respectively for the ith domain. With Gi as the
decoder for the ith domain and q(s1), q(s2) are prior distribu-
tion of style code for respective domains, training is performed
by minimizing three kinds of loss: image reconstruction loss,
latent space reconstruction loss and adversarial loss for cross-
domain distribution matching. During inference, image-to-
image translation is performed by using content encoder of
one domain, and a randomly drawn style code from the other
domain, as x1→2 = G2
(
Ec1(x1), s2
)∣∣
s2∼q(s2) and vice versa.
For more details on the image translation model, we refer the
reader to the original paper by Huang et al. [12]. Figure 4
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(a) Player retrieval Average Precision (AP) for heuristic and
boosted scores by temporal aggregation.
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Fig. 5: Evaluation of unsupervised player retrieval.
shows generated samples for two randomly drawn style codes
for both directions of straight to oblique videos and vice versa.
To perform data augmentation, we generate one copy of
synthetic data for all positive training samples ensuring that
the style code remains the same for all image frames in
each sample. As a result of this data augmentation, we get
a double number of positive samples improving the variability
in appearance features in the learning data. It is to be noted
that we can use an arbitrarily large number of style codes to
improve appearance variability even more, however that would
require more memory resources.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we explain the baseline methods used and
discuss the quantitative and qualitative results. We perform
several experiments to seek answers to the following questions,
Q1: Does the temporal feature aggregation based score boost-
ing improve the precision of player retrieval?
Q2: Are player-level features better for rally detection than
frame-level global features?
Q3: Does data augmentation using a multi-modal image trans-
lation model improve F1 score by reducing over-fitting?
Q4: What is the precision and recall of the trained model in
terms of temporal segmentation accuracy?
A. Experimental settings
We set up baseline methods for evaluating the performance
of our method. To examine the necessity of using unsupervised
player retrieval, we consider two cases. In the first case, where
we do not use player BB information and train our detector
on global frame-level features and in the second case we
use our proposed player-level features to train the detector as
described in Section IV-B. We perform training on the above
models in both cases of straight camera captured videos and
on the combination of straight and obliquely angled videos.
Additionally, we also train with multimodal image translation
based data augmentation.
We used VGG19 [28] networks, pre-trained on the Ima-
geNet dataset [29] for feature extraction. Additional, we also
tried ResNet [30] but VGG19 produced better results. Video
frames were resized to 224 × 224 × 3 RGB images, for
extracting global frame-wise features in case of the baseline
methods. For player-level features, we used the YOLO object
detector [4] pre-trained on MSCOCO dataset [24]. For the
LSTM based classifier, we use 2 hidden layers, each with 256
and 64 tanh-activated units respectively, followed by a fully
connected layer of one unit output which is sigmoid activated.
We used a frameskip of 5 frames. Therefore, each data point
in our training is a tensor of size 41 × 224 × 224 × 3 which
after computing VGG features is transformed to size 41×1024
dimensional tensor.
B. Evaluation of unsupervised player retrieval
To evaluate the precision of our proposed unsupervised
player retrieval, we randomly select 10 oblique and 10 straight
videos. For each video, we uniformly sample M = 100 frames
and perform extraction of two players for each such frame
using heuristic score method and clustering based boosted
score method. We manually compute the number of false pos-
itive (FP) detections (images that are not players, eg. coaches,
audience, etc.) from the cropped image ROI. Precision is
defined as Pr = (Ncrops − FP)/Ncrops, where Ncrops = 200
in this case. We report the average precision value for oblique
and straight video cases in Table 5(a).
The proposed score boosting method has a high player
retrieval rate compared to the heuristic score for every setting.
Particularly for the oblique case, the score-boosting method
significantly improves the precision of player detection from
0.78 to 0.86, showing that heuristic score based method
produces numerous outlier detections that are successfully
removed by the proposed method. Additionally, we also plot
the percentage of videos (both oblique and straight) having
precision greater than thresholds of 0.75 to 0.95 in intervals
of 0.5 as shown in Figure 5 (b). The proposed score boosting
method is shown to have a greater percentage of videos
having high precision making it suitable for our application
of unsupervised player extraction.
C. Evaluation of rally detection
In our experiments, we use two kinds of evaluations to
compare the efficiency of our method to the baseline. We use
precision, recall, and F1-score as the metric of comparison in
both cases.
1) Sample-wise evaluation: Here, we use our learned clas-
sifier to predict the class labels on the test samples. Per-
formance on test set is shown in Table I and Figure 6(a)
shows the ROC plot. Our proposed player-level feature-based
TABLE I: Sample-wise evaluation on test set. First two rows use frame-level (baseline), last three rows use player-
level (proposed) features. “+” means addition of train setting to previous row. Proposed models give better F1 score and
AUROC compared to baseline. (“Pr”: precision, “R”: Recall. “st” and “obl”: training with straight and oblique videos).
AUROC Oblique Straight Combined
Pr R F1 Pr R F1 Pr R F1
Frame-level (st) 0.950 0.51 0.79 0.590 0.81 0.92 0.86 0.62 0.85 0.71
Frame-level (+ obl) 0.978 0.56 0.92 0.70 0.70 0.99 0.82 0.62 0.95 0.75
Proposed (player-level, st) 0.984 0.93 0.76 0.83 0.80 0.92 0.85 0.85 0.84 0.85
Proposed (+ obl) 0.989 0.91 0.9 0.91 0.82 0.85 0.83 0.86 0.88 0.87
Proposed (+ aug) 0.993 0.87 0.95 0.91 0.80 0.89 0.84 0.84 0.92 0.88
method produces an F1 score of 0.87 compared to 0.75
for the model trained on frame-level features and has the
best AUROC when compared to baseline. Thus, player-level
features generalize better compared to global frame-level fea-
tures. Ablation studies show that adding oblique videos in the
training set, improves performance on oblique test cases, while
performance on straight cases decreases. The proposed data
augmentation method is also shown to improve F1 score. A
possible reason for the limited improvement may be attributed
to the lack the color variation between original training and
test sets in our particular dataset.
2) Temporal segmentation evaluation: This evaluation is
tailored to find how well the detector localizes rally detection
in time. For that purpose, we first apply the learned rally
detector in a sliding window fashion to the entire length of
the input video and record the confidence of the rally detec-
tion at each timestep. The sliding window method provides
contiguous confidence regions in time depicting the duration
of a single rally which are thresholded and the rising and
falling edges are detected as serve points and the end-of-
rally point. To evaluate the serve and end-of-rally detection
accuracy, we consider a tolerance window around the human-
annotated serve point and end-of-rally point of ± 3 seconds.
Point detections that lie within such a tolerance window are
considered as true positive detections. The other positively
detected points are false positives.
We use a range of threshold values and plot the corre-
sponding F1 scores in Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b) for serve
and end-of-rally detections respectively. Our proposed model,
trained on both straight and oblique videos, consistently per-
forms better than the baseline method for all thresholds thus
showing its superiority in performance. Our proposed method
outperforms the baseline models (using frame-level features)
due to robust local player-level features. The frame-level
methods are inefficient for capturing robust image features
and therefore are not invariant to viewpoint transformations.
We believe that the baseline methods overfit to the dominant
mode of the overall distribution(straight cam videos) and fail
to generalize to the other less common distribution (oblique
cam videos). Additionally, we found that a potential source
for false-positive detections for all methods was “let” events
where the rally may prematurely end due to a “foul”. These
events were not marked as rally scenes in ground truth
annotations however since the players perform “serve” action,
these were detected as a rally by our detector. Please see
the attached supplementary video for manual inspection of
detection quality.
3) Robustness to shaking camera and occlusion: We syn-
thetically simulate the effect of camera shaking by randomly
cropping an area in the image from each frame. We also
simulated occlusions by artificially adding an occluding box of
size (0.4H , 0.2H) at random positions in all the video frames
in the test set, where H is the height of the video frame.
These simulated perturbations are used to test our model’s per-
formance under highly noisy real-world scenarios. Qualitative
analysis from attached supplementary videos shows that our
method detects most rally scenes even in the presence of noise,
although in the presence of occlusion noise, we find some
false positive detections. We believe that our LSTM based
classifier possibly learned to extract discriminative features
only from a few key-frames of the input window. Thus, in spite
of erroneous features from some frames, it can robustly pick
up discerning features from other frames, thus maintaining the
robustness of detection.
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented a robust method for event detection in unstruc-
tured sports videos. Firstly, we proposed a novel temporal fea-
ture aggregation method for boosting heuristic scores to obtain
high precision player retrieval rates. Additionally, we perform
data augmentation using multi-modal image translation to
reduce bias in appearance-based features in the training set.
Our method produces accurate unsupervised player extraction
which in turn is used for precise temporal segmentation of
rally scenes. Additionally, our method is robust to noise in
the form of camera shaking and occlusion, which enables
its applicability to videos captured from low-cost commercial
cameras. Although we present an application in table tennis,
our method can be applied to general racquet games like bad-
minton, tennis etc. In the future, we want to extend this work to
videos of doubles games with fine-grained action recognition
for detecting various kinds of shots in an unstructured setting.
Other extensions might include analyzing unstructured videos
of non-racquet games like soccer, rugby, etc.
(a) ROC-Curve (b) Termporal Evaluation (Serve) (c) Termporal Evaluation (End of rally)
Fig. 6: Evaluation of proposed method, (a) Our method has best AUROC score compared to baseline methods. Plot of F1 score at
various thresholds for (b) Serve point detection (c) End-of-rally detection.
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